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ABSTRACT

Monte Carlo simulations were performed on an anisotropic lattice gas model which repre-
sents well the interactions between oxygen atoms in YBaaCusO¢ systems doped with trivalent
impurity atoms M such as Fe or Al. Concentration wave amplitudes obtained from these sim-
ulations were used to calculate the diffuse X-ray scattering intensity caused by the resulting
displacement field using a concentration wave/displacement wave approach, and the results
are compared with X-ray and electron diffraction data. The results suggest that the small or-
thorhombic domains associated with the oxygen "cross-hnks" around impurity atoms M cause
the diffuse scattering intensity to fall off with the scattering wave vector difference q from a
Bragg peak as 1/q _ for small q and as 1/q 4 for larger q. We show that the average size of such
domains can be obtained from diffuse X-r_,y scattering data.

1 Introduction

Extensive Monte Carlo simulations using an anisotropic lattice gas model potential have been
performed[II.[4] to describe oxygen orderin_ in YBa2CuaOz and related systems and seem
to describe reasonably ::'ell the experimental data on the structural phase diagram[4], the
orthorhombic-to.tetragonal phase transition in the Fe-doped system, and the metastable struc-
ture of quenched samples[3]. However, these lattice gas models ca_lnot ,',:l._laitt wit tl,,llt lnodifi-
cation the microstructures of the YBa_CuaOT system caused by elastic distortion of the lattice,
such as the formation of "tweed" in YBa_Cua__Fe.Or system. [5, 6]

Here We treat the elastic energy as a perturbation of the lattice gas Hamiltonian in order
to calculate the diffuse scattering spectrum associated with the tweed formation. The oxygen
atom configuration obtained from our Monte Carlo simulation of the lattice gas model on a rigid
square lattice is used to obtain the input concentration wave amplitude for continuum elasticity :;'i
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Figure 1' Structure of the basal plane of YBa2Cua_,,",IzOr with a single M impurity.

theory calculations.[7, 8] In essence, we assume that the oxygen dis*,-ibution over lattice sites

is not affected by the orthorhombic distortion of the lattice. In light of the excellent agreement
between previous results calculated based on the lattice gas model and experimental results.
this is a reasonable assumption.

Iii See.2 we will review briefly the lattice gas model suitable for YBa_Cua_,M::Or and Monte

Carlo simulation results. In Sec.3 we describe the calculation the diffuse scattering intensity
using continuum elasticity theory. We will summarize our conclusion in Sec.4.

2 Oxygen ordering on a rigid lattice

The lattice gas model for YBa_Cua_.M.O7 system is based on the assumption that the interac-
tion between oxygen atoms can be approximated by a metallically-screened Columb interaction

on a rigid lattice, and the impurity doping and oxygen ordering happens only at the CuO basal

plane. Since the system is metallic for 0 < 6 < 0.5, this assumption seems reasonable for oxy-
ten concentrations within that range. In addition to the Columb repulsion, two oxygen atoms
bridged by a Cu atom also experience a short-range attractive interaction due to covalent
bonding.

The structure of the CuO basal plane is approximated by a 2-dimensional square lattice con-

sisting of Cu atoms, oxygen atoms, and oxygen vacancies (V), as shown in Fig.1. When a di- or
monovalent Cu ion is replaced by an impurity ion M such as Fe or Al, an extra hole will tend to

localize near the M sites, i.e., the M ion becomes effectively trivalent. This will llax'_' two, major

effects: (a) the binding energy of an oxygen ion near the _I site increa,_t'<: nll_l Ihl tile repulsion

between oxygen atoms near the Fe site increases, either due to the illcr,'as_, of tlle negative
charge of oxygen ions or due to the decrease in local screening because of the ,lecrease in the

mobile holes. Based on this picture,the Hamiltonian representing the M-doped 123 system is

H = _, l,'_,j.,n_ + V, _..,n_ + _, V_ijn,nj + __. E,n,, (1)
<ii> (ii)b (ii),, ,

(for the values of the interaction paramters, see Ref.[2, 3]).
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. The oxygen configurations obtained from hlonte Carlo simulation shows that the local "cross.

t links" formed around M atoms disrupt .tile orthorhoml)ic structure, and overall the system shows

tetragonal symmetry. Since the oxygen atoms can be regarded as interstitial in CuO plane
causing expansion of the lattice parameter in tile direction of the Cu-O chain aJ_d contraction

perpendicular to the Cu-O chain, the resulting lattice distortion caused by the "cross-links" is

along (110) and (]'10) direction. High-resolution electron-microscopy and TESI image analysis
show that this shear displacement are responsible for the tweed contrast.[5]

3 Diffuse scattering due to lattice distortion and thermal vibration

Since the displacements of oxygen atoms in the orthorhombic domains, relative to the square
lattice, are small, a linear elastic approximation can be used to study the latiice distortion

due to oxygen ordering in the YBa2Cua_,M,Or system. In the long wave length limit, the
displacement of the lattice site s can be written to first order as follows:!8.91 /

6Rs = _ Aqcq exp(-iq. R.) (2)
q

where Cq is the amplitude of the planar oxygen concentration wave with wave vector q. Aq is
determined by three inhomogeneous linear equations:

q Au,_n inl.4q,_ = Aijt,,, njLt,_ (3)

whexe summation is made over repeated indices; "_iit,,, is a component of the elastic modulus

tensor; ni is a component of the unit vector n = q/q, and Lt,_ = _¢ut,,,/6co where ut_ is a

component of the strain tensor; co is the average oxygen concentration of the CuO basal plane.
For tetragonal crystals, the tensor components Lt_ are given by

10dt

Lt,,, - di Oco 6t,,, (4)

where dt is the lattice constant. In the present paper we treat the oxygen atoms in the basal
plane of YBa2Cu3_,Fe=Or as interstitial in a square Cu lattice where the interstices are mid-

points of the edges (x and y) of the unit cell. The tensor components are

1 Ob 1 Oa

L_il - b Oco; L_: = a Oco; (,5)

L_, = L_:,L_: = n_,, (6)

1 0c

L_2 = iua3 = c Oco (7)

! where a, b, c are the lattice constants of the YBa_CuaOr system with oxygen c,:,ncentration
in Cu-O basal plane to be co. If we treat the oxygen atoms in C_!-0 I_l;,_,' ;,¢ i,_t,'r_tilial in a

- square lattice, Eqn.(3) may then be modified as

q "_ ijlm nj ?l 1,4 "r "q m -" A , .itm n .j L Im , ") = :r . y , ( ,q )

Once Aq is obtained from the above equation, the intensity of the diffuse scattering due to

lattice distortion for small displacement q of the scattering vector away from a reciprocal

lattice point (Bragg peak) Q can be derived from the following expression:J9]

• -" Ae.)l'IH(Q + q)= IF(Q)I:IQ ' (Aqcq + (9)

3
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where c_ and c,_ are the amplitudes of the oxygen concentration wave of two difl'erent kinds of
interstitial oxygen atoms (along b and a axis, re'spcctively) and F(Q)is the atomic structure
factor of the full unit cell.

The thermal average of the diffuse scattering intensity can then be obtained as:

< >, = < l(q + q) > / F(q)l (10)
- [Q, u < legal2 >-+IQ, 2< 2 >
+ I(Q' A_)(Q ' A,_) < Cqc,_ > +I(Q' AqY)(Q ' Aq)< cq.% >

where the correlation functions of c_ and c_ are obtained by the Fourier transform of <
IcZ(r){ u >, < IcY(r) = >, < Ic'_(r)cY(r)l >, which are obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation.
The subscript H denotes the fact that this scattering intensity comes from a generalized Huang
scattering.J9]

Following Jiang et al.[8} we chose co = 0.5, L_, = -L_: = 0.011, L_3 = 0.010 and the values of
Aijt,_ to be those given by Reichardt et aL[10] for the YBa=Cu3Or compound.

Since most diffuse scattering experiments are performed at room temperature, the thermal
diffuse scattering (2DS) can also make a major contribution to the total diffuse scattering
intensity. To the first order approx_imation[ll]

Iros = IF(Q)I _kT (Q + q)_
T q_ K(f), (11)

where T is the temperature, r is the volume of the unit cell,

K(f)g = gig,,,(Aii_,-,,[jft)-', (12)

and {g}, {f} are the wave normals of the Q and q, respectively. The total diffuse scattering
intensity is then the sum of the thermal and Huang diffuse scatterings, I = Iu + Ires.

Fig.2(a)-(i) shows the diffuse scattering intensity, calculated as described above, compared with
the diffuse scattering data obtained by TEM, of YBa_Cus_,Fe, Or for • = 0.09. Fig.2(a)-(c)
shows the calculated diffuse scattering intensity lH due to lattice distortion, and Fig.2(d)-
(f) shows the calculated total diffuse scattering intensity 1 due to both lattice distortion and
thermal diffuse scattering. Fig.2(g)-(i) shows the diffuse scattering data obtained by TEgl. The
theoretical diffuse scattering intensity profile, as shown in Fig.2(d)-(f), agrees very well with
the TEM data, as shown in Fig.2(g)-(i). This indicates that the lattice distortion due to oxygen
ordering is of the same order of the magnitude as the thermal vibration of the lattice. The
diffuse patterns are streaked along the two equivalent (110) directions in reciprocal space for
Q = (h00) or (0h0), while for (hhO), one set of the (110) streaks (the radial streaks)vaaishes.
Around (hkO),h _ k _: O, the intensity and the length of the streaks depend on tire distance
from the origin.[6] The characteristic features of the simulated diffuse scattering intensity, which
arises from (110)/(110) shear displacements of the crystal due I,, ,,'qv_,',, ,tittril,,,li,,n. are
consistent with the electron diffuse scattering, tweed imagel51 and _h_ X,-rnv ,li!t,tst, _cattering

observations.J8)

Fig.3 shows the calculated diffuse scattering intensity due to lattice distortion for various l_I
concentrations, compared with the X-ray diffuse scattering intensity for YBa_Cua__AI,Or where

= 0.1418]. In the long wave length limit (where the wave length is much larger than the
domain size), the diffuse scattering in the long wave length limit shows the characteristics of

i Huang scattering, i.e. I oc 1/q 2, The region of the Huang scattering, however, is restricted to
4
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Figure 2: (a)-(c)Contour plots in logarithmic intervals of the diffuse scattering intensity of YBa_Cua_,M,O_

doe to lattice distortion for z = 0.1, around (a)(040), (b) (240) and (c)(440) reciprocal-lattice points. (d)-
(f)Contour plots in logarithmic intervals of the total diffuse scattering intensity of YBa=Cu__, M,O¢ for z = 0.1,

around (d)(040), (e) (240) and (0(440)reciprocal.lattice points, (g)-(i) Diffuse scattering measured by TI_]_I

spectroscopy of YBa_Cua_,FeffiO¢ for z = 0.09, around (g)(040), (h)(240)and (i)(220)reciprocal-lattice points.
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Figure 3: (a) Calculated diffuse scattering intensity of ¥BazCu3.=l_[=O7 for z -- 0.05 (solid line), 0.1 (dashes),
0.15 (dotdash),0.2 (dot), vs. reduced wave vector _ --- cla/2v/27r in the ('_10) direction at the (6GO) point in

reciprocal lattice. (b) Measured X-ray diffuse scattering intensity of ¥Ba=Cu3_,AI,O_. for z - 0.14, vs. reduced

wave vector _ - cia/2x/_ in the (110) direction at the (060) point.[8]
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small q, where the scattering is governed by the displacement field far away from the defect t
centers. For larger q-values(i.e, shorter wavele'ngtll),cq is nolollger aconstant. In fact, tile
results suggest that < Ic l>o¢1/q which results in a decrease of diffuse scattering intensity
proportional to 1/q 4, The minimum q-value where the 1/q4 scattering is observed gives a
critical radius R_,it = 1/qc, which at low Miller indices, is appro×imately the a.verage size of the
orthorhombic microdomain. We find that when z increases from 0.05 to 0.20, tile average size
of the microdomains is estimated to decrease from 80Ate 10A.

L

4 Summary

In conclusion, we have shown that based on the assumption that the interaction between
oxygen atoms in YBa._Cua_x_l,Or is predominantly a screened Columb interaction, tile elastic
distortion of the lattice can be treated as _ perturbation of the two diInensional lattice gas
model, The diffuse scattering data obtained by this technique are in good agreement with the
results of TESI and X-ray scattering experiments. From quantitative measuremellts of X.ray
diffuse scattering profiles, the average size of the orthorhombic microdomains can be obtained.
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